In this paper, we study how sea surface temperature varia- 
in the Norwegian Sea. Specifically, we want to test whether there have 
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Recently, an important focus in time series analysis has been analysis on 93 several time horizons or scales. A pioneering scale-space analysis of den-94 sities and regression curves was given by Chaudhuri and Marron [1999] .
95
Their work has in recent years been extended to a large number of situa-
96
tions, see e.g. Godtliebsen et al. [2002 Godtliebsen et al. [ , 2003 Godtliebsen et al. [ , 2004 Recall that our aim is a comparison of two time series. We assume that time series k, where k is 1 or 2, follows the simple model
where m k and σ k denote the unknown regression function and noise stan- 
and K is a kernel function, typically a symmetric probability density function. Here, we use a Gaussian kernel. The hypothesis we would like to test, for a given scale h, at the point x 0 , is
We do this by rejecting H 0 if
where we use the plausible assumption
to estimate the denominator in equation (2), and q is a suitable quantile.
The value of q is decided in the same way as in Chaudhuri and Marron
[1999] with 
192
An analog of a SiZer significance map can be obtained by choosing a credibility level 0 < α < 0.5 and coloring a map pixel (x j , s) corresponding to time x j and scale s = log 10 (h) blue or red according to whether
and purple otherwise, where the probabilities are computed from the gener- 
Data sets
The two SST series used in this study are diatom based August SST by the color blue for all locations on scales covering the whole period.
243
A closer look at the feature map reveals some features at a centennial 
288
Finally, we note that the Bayesian approach reveals some features that 
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In addition to the discrepancy observed around 1750, there are some 319 other small differences between the classical and the Bayesian analyses but 320 again, many of them occur at scales that are gray regions in the classical 321 approach. Thus, overall, the agreement between the two approaches is 322 remarkably good also in this case. 
CR vs. NHem
The results obtained by comparing CR and NHem (Fig. 4) in CR series appears to be significantly slower than in NHem and the result 
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In shorter, centennial to multicentennial time scales, CR SST series from sion of the model (1), assume that ε k ∼ N(0, Σ k ), where Σ k is a general covariance matrix that allows the errors to be correlated. The likelihood of y k is then the Gaussian
where
We assume an inverse Wishart
where the scale matrix W k is of the homoscedastic form σ 2 k I and the 451 degrees of freedom ν k is selected so that the prior is rather uninformative.
452
For m k we use a prior that penalizes for roughness in the second deriva- 
where L k is a matrix such that can be fixed or one can consider it unknown and in that case we specify a
454
Gamma prior for it.
455
The joint posterior p(m k , Σ k , κ k |y k ) given the data y k is now obtained from Bayes' theorem,
We assume that the observations y 1 and y 2 are conditionally independent
given the underlying curves m 1 , m 2 , and other model parameters and that, for the two time series, these parameters also are independent a priori.
Then the triples (m 1 , Σ 1 , κ 1 ) and (m 2 , Σ 2 , κ 2 ) are independent given the data y 1 , y 2 ,
We can therefore obtain a sample from the posterior p(m 1 , m 2 |y 1 , y 2 ) by 456 using Gibbs samplers to generate samples separately from p(m 1 , Σ 1 , κ 1 |y 1 ) 457 and p(m 2 , Σ 2 , κ 2 |y 2 ) and keeping only the parts that correspond to m 1 and 458 m 2 . To get a sample of the slope vectors m The prior distribution (A1) of Σ k has the mean
where, as noted above, ν k is the parameter (degrees of freedom) that defines 471 the tightness (informativeness) of the prior and n k is the length of the time 472 series y k . For the prior parameter W k we used a diagonal scale matrix 
